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ABSTRACT: The huge potential associated with big data has led to an emerging research field that has quickly attracted
tremendous interest from diverse sectors. Unlike traditional databases, optimized for fast access and summarization of
structured data and well defined queries, Big Data is believed to serve as a raw material for the creation of new knowledge.
We look at the complexity placed by big search spaces, dominated by the number of variables and domain of each variable,
in search and optimization problems. While a large, even infinite, search domain impairs the effectiveness and efficiency of
search, a complex structure of constraints further increases the difficulty in that the search space becomes highly irregular.
In order to overcome the above issues we propose a novel Hierarchical Manipulated Genetic Algorithm with Ant Colony
Optimization (HMGA-ACO) with data pre-processing which has the potential to optimize the data and retrieve the data with
more accuracy and precision. The proposed hierarchical optimization can help to boost the speed of search, and the effort of
search is reduced with the utilization of pre-processing.
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1. Introduction

Under the explosive increase of global data, the term of big data is mainly used to describe enormous datasets. Compared with
traditional datasets, big data typically includes masses of unstructured data that need more real-time analysis [1]. Analysis in
big data is a process of examining large amounts of data with a variety of types to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations
and other useful information [2]. This makes the development for new system architectures in big data such as data acquisition,
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transmission, storage, and large-scale data processing mechanisms [3]. The big data architecture is characterized by three:
volume, variety, and velocity in which volume refers to the amount of all types of data, variety refers to the different types of data
collected via sensors, smart phones, or social networks and velocity refers to the speed of data transfer [4]. To better understand
the above mentioned characteristics big data are classified on the basis of different aspects followed by: (i) Data sources, (ii)
content format, (iii) data stores, (iv) data staging, and (v) data processing [5].

With the fast development, Big Data is now rapidly expanding in all science and engineering domains, including physical,
biological and biomedical sciences [6]. Big Data also involves a number of disciplines, including statistics, data mining, machine
learning, social network analysis, signal processing, optimization methods and visualization approaches [7]. However there are
numerous challenges in handling big data that lies in data capture, storage, searching, sharing, analysis, and visualization [8].
Among them Data searching is one of the serious issues which lead to high overhead and latency. In searching phase the users
can search their machine-generated data via a web interface [9]. Searching related issues mainly occur due to the vast search
space in big data this will return the patterns that are not interesting to the users for big data analytics and cause big Data mining
more difficult [10].

Data mining is the process of realizing valid, novel, and potentially useful patterns in a very large data sets [11]. Big data mining
will improve the searching results of the users by use of a variety of advanced analytical techniques [12]. The analyt ical
techniques used in the literature are Map and reduce which focused on clustering, frequent pattern mining, classification, and
probabilistic modelling and graph analysis in the context of data mining [13]. These data mining procedures can attain certain
accuracy, but introduce huge errors because of many uncertainties involved in the study logic [14]. So as an solution to this now
a days optimization can be used for searching since many real life problems often involve non-linear, high-dimensional, complex
search space that may be riddled with many local minima or maxima [15].

The optimization algorithms operate with an objective of minimizing the search space in big data thereby increasing the
relevance of searching results [16]. Optimization of big data transfers over inter-cloud and intra-cloud networks is a challenging
task that requires joint-consideration of network characteristics, end-system characteristics, and the dataset characteristics
[17]. For this Meta-heuristic methods can be used that may able to solve difficult optimization problems since they do not
requiring prior knowledge of the system, but only an evaluation of potential solutions [18]. A wide range of nature-inspired
algorithms have emerged over the last few decades. For instance genetic algorithms (GA), ant colony optimization (ACO),
particle swarm optimization (PSO), Gravitational search algorithm (GSA), intelligent water drops (IWDs), honey bee mating
optimization (HBMO) etc. [19] Even though these optimization plays vital role in searching there is a need in improvement of
keywords and semantics used for searching that will degrade the system performance [20].

The main contribution of this paper is to provide an optimized data search from big data which is done by a hierarchal
optimization approach with pre processed data. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Some of the recent works
related to our proposed search optimization is presented in section 2. The proposed novel big data search optimization approach
is explained in section 3. The simulation results of our proposed method with the performance analysis is provided in section 4
and is followed by the conclusion in section 5.

2. Related Works

Some of the recent works related to our proposed big data search optimization is listed as follows:-

Cui, Xiaoli et al. [21] proposed the problems of processing large-scale big data using K-means clustering algorithm and
developed a processing model in Map Reduce to eliminate the iteration dependence. The Map reduce was employed with an
objective of minimizing the I/O cost and the network cost among processing nodes. They addressed that the iteration of Kmeans
algorithm was the important factor which affected the performance of clustering. Experimental results on large realworld datasets
and synthetic dataset demonstrated that the optimized algorithm was efficient and performed better compared with existing K-
Means algorithms. Extensive experiments on the cluster demonstrated that the methods were efficient, robust and scalable.

Facchinei, Francisco et al. [22] developed a Parallel Selective Algorithms for non-convex Big Data Optimization. They prepared
a decomposition framework for the parallel optimization of the sum of a differentiable (possibly non-convex) function and a
(block) separable non smooth, convex one. The framework was very flexible and included both fully parallel Jacobi schemes and
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Gauss Seidel ones. The theoretical convergence results had improved when compared with existing ones, and numerical results
had shown that the Parallel Selective Algorithms consistently outperformed the existing algorithms.

Slavakis, Konstantinos et al. [23] established a method of improved online dictionary learning based on Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO). In the iterations, they reasonably selected special atoms within the dictionary and then introduced the PSO into the atom
updating stage of the dictionary-learning model. Furthermore, for guiding the direction of the optimization, the prior reference
data were introduced into the PSO model. As a result, the movement dimension of the particles was reasonably limited and the
accuracy and effectiveness of the dictionary were promoted, but without heavy computational burdens. Experiments had
confirmed that the PSO based dictionary learning improved the performance for large-scale remote sensing images, and the
method also had a better effect on noise suppression.

Fong, Simon et al. [24] illustrated Accelerated PSO (APSO) based search Feature Selection for Data Stream Mining in Big Data.
The search feature selection was mainly implemented, for mining over high dimensional data in search space which is commonly
based on the high-dimensionality and streaming format of data feeds in Big Data. The process began with Pre processing,
feature selection by APSO and finally classification by traditional classifier and incremental classifier. The use of APSO in
feature selection yield enhanced analytical accuracy within reasonable processing time. They investigated the possibility of
using a group of incremental classification algorithm for classifying the collected data streams pertaining to Big Data. They
compared the traditional classification model with the incremental classifier and the evaluation results showed that the incremental
method obtained a higher gain in accuracy per second incurred in the pre-processing.

Richtárik, Peter and Martin Taká [25] demonstrated a Parallel coordinate descent methods for big data optimization. The
optimization was applied to the problem of minimizing the sum of a partially separable smooth convex function and a simple
separable convex function. The theoretical speedup, as compared to the serial method, and referring to the number of iterations
needed for solving the problem with high probability, was a simple expression depending on the number of parallel processors
and a natural and easily computable measure of separability of the smooth component of the objective function. In the worst
case, when no degree of separability was present, there may be no speedup; in the best case, when the problem was separable,
the speedup was equal to the number of processors. They showed that the algorithm was able to solve a Lasso problem
involving a matrix with 20 billion non zeros in 2h on a large memory node with 24 cores.

3. Optimized Search Using HMGA-ACO In Big Data

Search in big data aims to intend the previously unknown and potentially useful information from the datasets. Due to the
increase in volume of data, variety of data and value of data due to technology advances increases the complexity with
unexpected data as output. The efficiency and effectiveness of search can be impaired greatly by the complexity of the search
space, which depends on the variable domain, number of variables, and constraint structure. In order to overcome this issues
in this research work we propose a novel Hierarchical Manipulated Genetic Algorithm with Ant Colony Optimization (HMGAACO)
and search space pre-processing. The architecture of our proposed method is shown in below figure.

The efficiency and accuracy of search in big data can be degraded greatly due to the large volume of data and search space. So
in this research work we aim to (i) Reduce the search space as well as complexity (ii) Increase the speed of search process. To
achieve the above objectives we propose to do pre-processing and optimization. The proposed pre-processing technique
consists of the following steps. Such as structuring the dataset, reducing the order and domain of search and finally a Random
selection of data. The dataset resulting from pre-processing is of reduced search space and complexity which is further
optimized by a novel optimization algorithm which is the hybridization of MGA and ACO algorithms in that the MGA is the
combination of MIS (Manipulated Internal search) and GA (Genetic Algorithm) so called Hierarchical MGA-ACO algorithm to
increase the speed of search in big data. The new proposed Hierarchical optimization results in more optimal and effective
results than the hybrid optimization algorithms in terms of computational time and accuracy.

3.1 Problem Formulation
In our proposed work we have to choose a problem database model P, which contains i) A set of variables X={x1,x2,…xn} ii) A
set of domains D={d1,d2,…dn} iii) and a set of constraints C={c1,c2,…cn}.A solution of the problem is an assignment of a
value to every variable in X such that every constraint in C is satisfied. In this paper we have to solve two different variety of
problems namely continuous and combinational optimization problems. In combinatorial optimization problem, domain Di is a
finite set of values that can be assigned to variable xi. The combined set of assignments, considering the satisfaction of C, forms
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Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed method

a solution space S of possible solutions.

3.2 Data Preparation By Pre-Processing
In order to prepare the data before data mining data pre-processing is done in big data. The proposed pre-processing done in
this research work aims mainly to reduce the search space of big data which makes the optimization of big data more efficient.
The proposed pre-processing process flow is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Process of pre-processing

The search space of an optimization problem, whether discrete or continuous, is dominated by three factors: the number of
variables n, the combined size of domains D of variables, and the structure formed by the constraints. Each constraint function
can be viewed as a hyper plane in the problem space, and together with the objective function they form a polyhedron that is
equivalent to the search space. The more complex the structure of constraints, the more irregular in shape the polyhedron and
hence the more difficult for a search path to form.

3.2.1 Structuring the Dataset
This is the initial step and can be regarded as a preparation for the reduction of the search space. For discrete problems, such
a data can be a subset of the solution set S, only each solution will be associated with a score, given by an evaluation of the
objective function f(x) For continuous problems, obtaining such a data requires drawing points from the polyhedra of feasible
space. Although the solution set and the problem space are there, ready for us to draw instances from, the construction of a
useful data set is not as easy as one would speculate. On the one hand, we want the data to be distinguishably significant in that
it contains instances with the most wanted function values. Randomized instances are not as representative. On the other hand,
the acquisition of assignments can be obstructed by the complexity in constraints. When the number of constraints m is high,
the number of vertices is high. In this case, building a representation of the entire feasible polyhedra is not an easy exercise. We
propose to use Lagrangian relaxation to relax a part of the constraints and construct a loosened polyhedra to place data points
which is explained below.

3.2.1.1 Lagrangian Relaxation
Lagrangian relaxation is a common procedure to generate variable bounds during optimization with complex constraints. It is
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generally accepted that a solution to the relaxed problem is an approximate solution to the original problem, therefore it is safe
to claim that a critical point of the relaxed problem is an approximate critical point of the original problem, and should provide as
useful information. The original problem in the Lagrangian relaxation can be expressed as follows

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

There are two natural Lagrangian relaxations for the optimization problem. The first is obtained by dualizing constraints

(5)

(6)

The second relaxation is obtained by dualizing constraints (3) with v > 0

(7)

(8)

Thus the above two relaxation process results the structured dataset which satisfies the above constraints. In order to reduce
the complexities in big data the order and domain of search is reduced which is explained in the following section.

3.2.2 Reducing the Order and Domain of Search
The essential idea of two fold reduction is the reduction of search space in big data which is the important step in big data
processing. First of all, the n variables can form a ranked list as a result of feature selection. Second, the searchable domain of
each variable can be reduced by classification schemes. The search domain of each variable can be reduced by building a rule-
based classifier with data labelled from two classes, with relatively high values represented by the symbol “H” and the
contradictory class labelled as “L”. We propose to use rule-based classifiers because they are easily traversed and thresholds
are clearly attained. The flow chart of rule based classification algorithm is shown in figure 3.

After a classifier is constructed, we look for the rules with “H” if our purpose is to maximize. Each rule should contain “IF”
clauses with variables and value thresholds. The thresholds of variables in the critical rules can be used as new bounds for the
corresponding variable. The accuracy of the rules used for classification is calculated as

(9)
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Figure 3. Flow Chart of Rule based Classification algorithm

Where TP is the positive examples of the class predicted by rule, n is the total number of instances covered by the rule. We aim
to select a test rule which improves the quality measure of rules. We have to stop building a rule when the following criteria’s
met.

• When the training set cannot be split any further

• When the accuracy reach 100%.

• When increase in accuracy gets below a given threshold

The dataset resulting from rule based classification algorithm will be of reduced search space thus also reduces the complexity
of searching. An initial point selection is essential for an efficient search. In this research work we propose to perform such
selection process randomly.

3.2.3 Random Selection of Data
The initial point is often determined rather carelessly, by a simple randomization. We argue that a learned, verified, deliberately
selected initial point to start the search with can be of great value to the search result and efficiency. Such a learning can be
performed on a collected data set of multiple starting points of assignments, each with the goodness of where and how it ends.
Classification models can be trained to differentiate good starting points from bad ones, therefore during the search, the
selection of starting points can become well informed, and redundant and futile search paths can be avoided. The pre processed
dataset has to be optimized for the purpose of detection and correction of errors which can be done by a proposed HMGA-ACO
algorithm is briefed in the below section.

3.3 Optimized Search
Our proposed optimization algorithm is the hybridization of manipulated genetic algorithm with ant colony optimization
(HMGAACO) algorithm. The manipulated genetic algorithm is a hybridization of manipulated internal search and genetic
algorithm. The utilization of such hierarchal optimization improves the quality of data as well as speed up the optimization
process. The optimized big data should be in high quality which requires to satisfy the following quality limits such as: accuracy,
de duplication, completeness, consistency and currency as whole we refer it as AC3D measures. The satisfactory level of the
above five factors depends on the observation results such as the number of capturable, captured, mis-capturable, and miscaptured
sections.
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Accuracy
Data accuracy refers to the closeness of values in a database to the true values of the entities that the data in the database
represents, when the true values are not known. The data accuracy can be defined by the following equation

Consistency
Data consistency refers to the validity and integrity of data representing real-world entities. It aims to detect errors in the data,
typically identified as violations of data dependencies. It is also to help us repair the data by fixing the errors. We define the
consistency of D, denoted by the following equation expressed as

Completeness
Information completeness concerns whether our database has complete information to answer our queries. The data completeness
can be defined by the following expression given by

De duplication
Data de duplication is the problem of identifying tuples from one or more relations that refer to the same real-world entity. To
make practical use of the data, it is often necessary to accurately identify tuples from different sources that refer to the same
entity, so that we can fuse the data and enhance the information about the entity. The data de duplication can be defined as the
following equation given by

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Currency
Data currency aims to identify the current values of entities represented by tuples in a database, and to answer queries with the
current values. The data currency can be defined as the following expression given by

(14)

Our proposed HMGA-ACO optimization algorithm emerges to improve the quality as well as detect and remove the errors to
result an optimized dataset. The proposed optimization algorithm is explained in the following section.

3.3.1 Hierarchical MGA-ACO
To retrieve the most accurate and optimum data while search in big data it is necessary to detect and correct the data which is
present in the given data set. Thus improves the accuracy and precision of the retrieved data can be done by a novel HMGAACO
algorithm which in turn leads to improve the quality of the data. Thus the steps performed by a hierarchical MGA-ACO algorithm
to find the optimal location of error in the dataset is explained below.

In this work we concentrate to solve two optimization problems such as continuous and combinational which has the following
objectives. In continuous optimization the objective function is able to evaluate the quality of each candidate solution. Our aim
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Initialize the values of control parameter and pheromone
Generate a random population value
Calculate the fitness value
While if GA(control parameter =TRUE)
Do
Select the parent pairs
Perform crossover
Perform mutation
Else
Update the pheromone value
Find the best solution by internal search
for each iteration
Update the population value
Update the control parameter
If (Termination condition met or maximum iteration reached)
Stop and return the value
Else
Repeat the above steps from step 2.
End

Algorithm 1. HMGA-ACO

is to find the solution that achieves the maximum quality.

Where f1(x) = Dacc + Ddd + Dcon + Dcur + Dcom . The available means for solving a combinatorial optimization problem depend on
the form of the solution space S, as well as the type of the objective. In a continuous optimization problem, X ∈ Pn and the
objective and constraint functions f2: P

d → P, i = 0,.....m. again our aim, is to maximize  f1 and the problem can be expressed as:

(15)

(16)

Where li,….lm are the limits , or bounds, for the constraints. The domain Di is also a bound of values, and can now be combined
into C. our proposed hierarchical optimization algorithm effectively selects the location of errors in the big dataset.

The ACO traces the error location by assigning the facility j to location i in iteration t as follows

(17)

The feasible solution for pheromone definition can be constructed for location i with the following probability

(18)
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Where l indicates the facility that has not been assigned. An ant selects the location in a random order and determines the
corresponding facilities by adopting equation (18). At the beginning of each iteration t, the pheromone traces are updated from
the last iteration and then used for the construction and solution in the current iteration by the following expression

Where ρ with 0< ρ <1 is the persistence of the pheromone traces and p is the population size and  is the amount of
pheromone ant k ant puts on assignment coupling i,j which is calculated by

(19)

(20)

Where Jk is the objective value of ant k. to avoid premature convergence caused by few dominant pheromone traces we can
deduce that the possible of any pheromone trace value is

(21)

Where Jopt is the optimal solution value. Therefore we initialize all pheramone trace values as follows

(22)

The dataset resulting from the proposed optimization indicates the row and column values of the errors identified in the dataset
which can make chance to update the incomplete data’s and also correct the errors to make the dataset as fully optimized so that
the accurate data can be retrieved. The simulation results and performance analysis of our proposed method is shown in the
below section.

4. Simulation Results

This section shows the proposed hierarchical Optimization in Big data search with pre-processing and the results obtained by
them.

System configuration:

Operating System: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i3

RAM: 4 GB

Platform: MATLAB

4.1 Dataset Description
For validation of our method, we use a datasets of Agricultural, Economical and Manufacturing Sector Deflator of different
countries in the year of 1992, 1994, 1996, 1998 and 2000. The dataset used for simulation is in the dimension of 757×9. The dataset
used for simulation contains some big data complexities like Consistency, Currency, De duplication and Completeness. The
partial representation of the used dataset with the dimension of 25×9 is shown in table 1. The “NaN” term in the dataset
represents the error in the dataset. Our proposed method pre-process the initial data set and make the dataset to be optimized
to avoid the complexities in big data and results the optimal data which is searched.

The initial dataset contains some of the complexities and errors which give rise to result inaccurate data while searching. The
complexities arrived in big data due to the huge nature of the data in terms of volume and variety. In order to reduce the
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Table 1. Initial dataset with the dimension of 25×9 used for simulation

complexities and retrieve the optimal data it is essential to reduce the search space of the data which is done by preprocessing.
In this research work the pre-processing process is carried out in three phases thus results a dataset with reduced search space.
While pre-processing the search space is reduced based on the input query. The data search space is reduced by comparing the
input query with the dataset based on the shape and character. The dataset resulted from pre-processing while searching for the
data ‘IND’ is shown in table 2.

The dataset resulting from the proposed optimization method will error free and high in quality. Table 3 shows the optimized
dataset resulting by our proposed MGA-ACO algorithm which is cleaned without any error and maximum in quality.

The table 3 shows the optimized dataset using HMGA-ACO that eliminates the complexities as well as errors in the dataset. So
that the optimal data can be retrieved with high accuracy and precision. In addition that to prove the effectiveness of our
proposed method the following parameters are evaluated and compared with the existing techniques in the upcoming sections.
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Table 2. Representation of the dataset resulting after pre-processing

Table 3. Representation of the dataset resulting optimization

4.2 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our proposed method some criteria were employed such as accuracy, precision, Recall and F
measure. The optimization algorithm which results high accuracy and precision will be proposed as a better choice for search in
big data.
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4.2.1 Precision
The Precision can be defined as follows

(23)

4.2.2 Recall
The recall can be defined as follows

(24)

4.2.3 Accuracy
The data accuracy can be defined by the following equation

(25)

4.2.4 F-measure
The F-measure can be defined as follows

(26)

In the above data set we make 5 queries to check the efficiency of our proposed data cleaning method. The performance
evaluation of our proposed method based on the queries is shown in table 4.

Table 4. Performance Evaluation of proposed method

From the table it is evident that our proposed framework generates tremendous accuracy of 93.279% in average. The graphical
representation of the performance comparison of our proposed optimization with existing optimization like GA and without
optimization is shown in the below figure. The figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the precision comparison with 5
different number of queries.

From figure 4 it is evident that our proposed big data search using MGA-ACO algorithm obtains higher precision rate than the
GA optimization and without optimization.

The recall rate of our proposed method varies linearly for the various number of queries. Since from figure 5 it is evident that our
proposed big data search using MGA-ACO algorithm obtains higher recall rate than the existing GA optimization and
big data search without optimization.

From figure 6 it is evident that our proposed big data search using MGA-ACO algorithm obtains accuracy of 93.279% in average
which is higher accuracy than the existing GA optimization and without optimization.

In figure 7 the F measure value obtained for big data search using our proposed MGA-ACO is higher than the existing big data
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Figure 4. Precision Comparison of our proposed method with existing methods

Figure 5. Recall Comparison of our proposed method with existing methods

search methods using GA optimization and big data search without optimization. From the above simulation results and
comparisons it is proved that our proposed method achieves better accuracy and precision rate with high quality.

5. Conclusion

Search and optimization in big data realm is becoming more and more challenging due to the increasing size and complexity of
the problem space, which indicates an enormous number of candidates of solution, contained in a highly obscured irregular
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Figure 6. Accuracy Comparison of our proposed method with existing methods

Figure 7. F-measure Comparison of our proposed method with existing methods

space. In this paper we propose a novel search space pre-processing method with MGA-ACO optimization, is to be deployed
prior to the search, to construct an enhanced condition by reordering the search path, reducing the search domain, and
knowledgeably select initial points to restart from. Our approach attempts to reduce the search space and direct the searching
effort to a concentrated, more promising area. Since the utilization of hierarchal optimization increases the search speed in big
data and the final result obtained after optimization will be high in quality. From the simulation results and comparisons we can
conclude that it is proved that our proposed method will be a better of choice for big data searching with reduced complexity and
search space.
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